EVENTS PROGRAMME
SUNDAY 17TH OF MAY 2015

10:00AM VINTAGE CAR DISPLAY

MACHINERY DISPLAY

SPINNERS AND SEWERS DISPLAY

FIRE BRIGADE DISPLAY

10:30AM TABLE BOOK AND CALENDAR SALES

11:00AM MPS JUNIORS MAYPOLE DANCE- Led by Jemma Noakes

12PM OFFICIAL OPENING CEREMONY

1:00PM MPS SENIORS Story Dance- Led by Genelle Males

- GLIMPSES OF MITTAGONG

2:00PM PADDYS RIVER BUSH BAND- David Johnson & Anne Pidcock

3:00PM CLOSE

This event will be filmed. Anyone not wanting to be recorded should notify the camera-man

OFFICIAL CEREMONY PROGRAMME

12PM TOLLING OF OLD SCHOOL BELL – Cody Pinkerton

BAGPIPES CALL- Pipe Major Chris Tabram - The Highlands Pipes & Drums

WELCOME – PETER MCGUIRE – MC

WELCOME TO COUNTRY – Lachlan Moloney

NATIONAL ANTHEM – Led by Rebecca Michael

OLD SCHOOL SONG – Roy Markovina & Past Students

Learn to live unto the fullest,
A time for work, a time for play,
In all we do, sing for a purpose,
One and All, at Mittagong
Strive to Achieve.

Values high and conduct worthy,
Taking Pride in all we do,
Our school a place of inspiration
One and all at Mittagong
Strive to Achieve.

Roy Markovina -Lyrics

HISTORY OF MITTAGONG PUBLIC SCHOOL – David Johnson

STUDENTS REPRESENTATIVE SPEECH – Frances Cristian & Jenny Kracht

DIRECTORY OF SCHOOLS SPEECH – Margaret Turner

UNVEILING OF THE PLAQUE

CUTTING OF CAKE – Rory Eaton & Ethyl Moses

SENIOR CHOIR – BLACKBIRD - Led by Rebecca Michael - Accompanied by Sarah Bull

NEW SCHOOL SONG – Led by MPS Senior Choir
MPS SCHOOL SONG

Where do we go from here?  Where do we go from here?
We go up, we go higher  Anyone of us
Can learn to be a flyer
We’ll explore, we’ll travel far
Take a look at us and
You will know we are
Exactly what we’d like to be
We can hear your words
And better we can see
The road ahead,
Although it’s long
It doesn’t frighten us

We know we can be strong
Enough to stand
And state our case
And make our new world
A more exciting place
Just watch us grow
Just watch us fly
There’s nothing we
Can’t do you know
We only have try!

Jenny Reidy –AP
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